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Abstract—The Zero Trust security model is being applied to
IT systems recently, leading to changes in the security model.
Zero Trust requires continuous authentication for all actions
and elements, including users, computing devices, and data.
This necessitates additional costs and policy changes, which can
impact user convenience. In this paper, the GEA system is
proposed, which performs geographical-electrical authentication
between a building’s power system and computing devices.
By utilizing the building’s power system to generate power
patterns and detecting them on computing devices, geographical-
electrical authentication is achieved. The feasibility and efficiency
of this system are validated through experiments. The GEA
system provides transparent authentication to users and offers
advantages of cost savings and maintenance without modifying
existing infrastructure. Additionally, it analyzes power patterns to
determine geographical location and provides security measures.

Index Terms—Zero Trust, Side Channel, Authentication, GPS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Zero Trust has been increasingly applied as a security model

in IT systems. Attacks that threaten IT systems have become

increasingly targeted and sophisticated. Recently, cybercrimes

have evolved to target victims, recruit insiders within

organizations, and exploit vulnerabilities in programs and

devices already installed within organizations. Consequently,

the traditional security model, which focuses on securing

the entry points of IT systems, is evolving toward a Zero

Trust security model, which verifies and monitors all elements

and behaviors of a given system without fully trusting them.

[1] [2] Unlike traditional security models, Zero Trust does

not grant authorization based on a single authentication

but continuously demands authentication for all actions and
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elements. In a Zero Trust security model, elements such as

users, computing devices, and data require authentication,

monitoring, and control. [3] The scale of the system

determines the increase in elements that require control and

the complexity of security policies and facilities. To implement

Zero Trust, rigorous security measures must be applied to

each IT device and data source, and security levels must be

maintained through management and monitoring.

However, the implementation of Zero Trust incurs

significant costs and policy changes. [4] Additionally,

replacing or upgrading existing security systems may result in

additional expenses. Furthermore, it may require constructing

new facilities or adopting security solutions. Unlike traditional

security systems, Zero Trust requires identification and

security measures for each element, such as users, computing

devices, and data, which significantly increases the system

complexity. This requires additional effort in terms of

management and operations. Moreover, Zero Trust also

imposes additional procedures on users, thus resulting in

reduced convenience to end users, who must undergo

verification to obtain access privileges and validate the

reliability of their devices. Moreover, existing systems must

be adapted to align with the Zero Trust security model,

thus leading to potential compatibility issues and need for

additional modifications.

In this study, we propose a geospatial–electrical

authentication (GEA) system, which performs GEA between

a building’s power system and the computing devices within

the facility. The proposed GEA system utilizes the building’s

power system to supply power to each floor and detects

similar patterns within the computing devices connected to the

building’s power system, thus performing GEA between the

building and computing devices. This enables the verification
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Fig. 1: Overview of the GEA system

of the authenticated computing devices or files that are being

accessed to operate within the authorized building.

As shown in Fig.1, the GEA system deploys power systems

on each floor and generates power patterns for each floor’s

power system. Subsequently, these power patterns are detected

on PCs connected to the power system on each floor, which

serves as the main reference for the power patterns of that

floor. When a PC connected to a floor requests PC usage or

internal data access, the corresponding request is granted if

the measured power pattern from that PC is similar to the

main power pattern of the respective floor. Power patterns and

their periodicity can function similarly to one-time password

(OTP) based on security policies, thereby enabling continuous

passive authentication by the continuous measurement of

power patterns.

This approach partitions locations based on specific patterns

using shared power resources within the power system of

a building. This capability allows geographic information

to be obtained when certain power patterns generated in a

specific area match the connected power patterns, similar to

GPS functionality. Malicious users experience difficulty in

imitating specific patterns because of variations in the power-

event patterns and cycles. This system provides convenience

by passively performing continuous authentication. The GEA

system simplifies the authentication process, reduces costs,

and minimizes system maintenance by utilizing existing power

infrastructure. Consequently, attempting malicious access to a

PC from outside the building to generate patterns similar to a

specific power signal at specific times becomes challenging. In

addition, the GEA system proposed in this study determines

the scope of the area to be authenticated based on the

electrical patterns injected into the power system by the

administrator. For instance, the injection of electrical patterns

into the power system for each floor of a building enables

the authentication patterns to change for each floor, thereby

enabling the identification of the building and floor location

of the PCs requesting authentication.

This paper describes the design of the proposed GEA

system, outlines the environmental configuration required for

its operation, and presents experimental results to demonstrate

the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed system.

II. RELATED WORK

The proposed GEA system injects patterns into the power

provided by the building and detects similar patterns in

computing devices connected to that power, thus performing

geolocation authentication when the computing device exists

within the building. The analysis of power patterns and

extraction of meaning from these patterns is known as side-

channel analysis, and it has been extensively studied. In this

section, we describe side-channel analysis studies and explain

the power analysis performed in the proposed GEA system.

Side-channel analysis is based on the idea that

information can be inferred from the power consumption or

electromagnetic emissions of a computing system. Several

techniques have been applied to assess various device types

in the side-channel research area by analyzing the power

consumption and study patterns throughout them, such as

PCs, laptops, smartphones, and vehicle stations.

Because the run time and power consumption represent the

main constraints of a real-life cryptographic device in exposing

the device’s secrets, Koeune [5] provided a detailed tutorial

on side-channel attack cryptographic devices. The authors

described physical security, the main types of attacks, and

their principles. After collecting the physical characteristics of

the device, such as running time and power patterns, attackers

analyze the obtained patterns and exploit the findings to expose
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the device’s secrets. Kocher [6] addressed the practicality

of the assumption by cryptosystem designers that secrets

are manipulated in closed, reliable computing environments.

They presented methods for analyzing power consumption

measurements to prove that computers and microchips leak

information during their operations, and thereby developed

approaches for building secure cryptosystems.

Alexander [7] found that current wireless charger

transmitters are vulnerable to power-side channel attacks

because they leak information related to smartphone

activities. They proved this concept by conducting a website

fingerprinting attack through a wireless charging side channel

on iOS and Android devices. The scenario involves monitoring

and drawing varying amounts of current as mobile websites

from the Alexa Top Site list are loaded on the charging phone.

Cronin [8] explained that a side-channel attack on touch-based

devices such as smartphones and tablets poses security threats

and leaks information through the power line. They collected

power traces and built a side-channel attack on a passcode-

unlock screen for 4-digit and 6-digit case studies on Android

and iOS smartphones.

Bai [9] presented an approach to detecting anomalous

behavior in IoT using side-channel analysis. They introduced

remote access to side channels (RASC), which is an external

monitoring printed circuit board (PCB) system that enables the

monitoring of the power and electromagnetic (EM) traces of

target IoT devices. Conti [10] focused on smart buildings,

where all features in a building are controlled by network

sensor readings to manage the environment and reduce cost.

The author investigated the feasibility of identifying a pair of

laptop users (i.e.,, the user is using his/her laptop) connected

to a wall socket by collecting power traces produced by the

user’s laptop.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN OF THE WORK

In this study, we introduce a GEA system and propose

an innovative security authentication method based on a

building’s power system within the facility. The proposed

system enables secure authentication by transmitting specific

power patterns between computing devices that share power

resources. The GEA system has the following features.

Each floor has its main power source connected to PCs. The

main power source generates power patterns. The PCs measure

the power consumption at the hardware level and compare the

measured power consumption graph with the power graph of

the main power source. If the power pattern generated by a

PC is similar to that of the main power, the PC is granted

authorization. Authorization refers to permission for PC usage

and access to specific data.

To implement the proposed GEA system, power networks

are arranged on each floor, thus allowing the differentiation

of power patterns generated in different regions when power

patterns vary on each floor. For instance, assume that different

power patterns are generated on the 2nd and 3rd floors; this

indicates the possibility of distinct power occurrences, such

as electrical flickers, momentary power outages, or voltage

Fig. 2: Experiment design of GEA system

fluctuations, in each region. Thus, the power within the PCs’

internal hardware must be analyzed using sensors provided by

the computer hardware to perform the authentication system in

the proposed environment. In addition, PC power consumption

is analyzed using side-channel techniques to detect power

patterns from specific floors in a particular building and

provide geographic information regarding the PCs.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The proposed GEA system verifies the presence of a PC

within a specific geographical area by connecting it to a power

supply. In this section, the GEA system is experimentally

configured, as shown in Fig.2, and the feasibility of the

GEA system implementation is explained by conducting a

side-channel analysis. As shown in Fig.2, the proposed GEA

system comprises power supplies on each floor. These power

supplies generate electrical patterns and are connected to a PC

undergoing authentication. For the experiments, a 5.7-V power

supply was provided and a motor was attached to generate

a potential drop, causing a momentary decrease in voltage

from the existing power state. A Raspberry Pi board version

4 was used to authenticate the PC. Because the Raspberry Pi

cannot measure the power consumption voltage, the voltage

measurement was performed using its 3.3 V pin. In addition,

to prevent PC shutdown owing to insufficient power caused by

frequent power pattern generation, a capacitor was attached to

supplement the power. The experiments measured DC voltage,

but with frequency adjustments, AC voltage could also be

obtained. Furthermore, in real PC power analysis, the use

of voltage measurement components within the PC hardware

or measurement from the PC’s power source can increase

the accuracy of the power pattern analysis. Fig.3. shows the

injection of different power patterns on the 2nd and 3rd floors,

as configured in Fig.2, and the measurements obtained from

the PCs connected to each power supply. As presented in the
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Fig. 3: Experiment result of GEA system

table, the similarity between the power pattern generated on

the 2nd floor and PC2’s power pattern can be observed, as

well as the similarity between the power pattern generated

on the 3rd floor and PC3’s power pattern. This demonstrates

the analysis of power patterns and the ability to provide

geographical information by comparing similarities. Fig.3.3(a)

presents the wave information of the voltage measured by the

PC. The voltages were collected at 30-ms intervals. Fig.3.3(b)

shows the electrical pattern delivered to PC2. Essentially, by

comparing (a) and (b), we can see that the delivered electrical

signal causes a specific pattern in PC2. Consequently, we

delivered different patterns to PC2 and PC3, as shown in (b)

and (c), and we can see that they produce specific voltage

patterns, as shown in (a) and (c). By analyzing the waves,

as shown in the Fig.3, we can classify the similarity as 99%.

This experiment can be further enhanced by performing side-

channel and similarity analyses using AI to achieve more

accurate measurements.

V. CONCLUSION

Recently, Zero Trust security models have been

implemented to enhance the security of IT systems.

Unlike traditional models, this model continuously requires

authentication for every action and element, distrusting

and monitoring all security components such as users,

computing devices, and data. Implementing Zero Trust is

expensive and demands policy changes, which can lead to

increased system complexity and reduced user convenience.

This study introduced a GEA system that performs GEA

between building power systems and computing devices. The

proposed GEA system detects power patterns on each floor

using the building’s power system, and verifies them within

the computing devices by comparing them with expected

patterns. This approach enables authentication between the

building and the computing devices, essentially allowing

access only within authenticated premises. This approach

utilizes shared power resources within a building to partition

locations based on specific patterns, thus making it difficult

for malicious users to imitate patterns owing to variations

in power event patterns and frequencies. In addition, the

proposed GEA system aims to enhance the authentication

process by considering various variables and systematically

training a power analysis system to perform authentication

even during disruptions caused by natural disasters.
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